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Introduction
Portland General Electric Company ("PGE") and PacifiCorp d/b/a! Pacific Power
("Pacific Power")(collectively, the "Joint Utilities") appreciate the opportunity to provide
comments to the rules relating to the Solar Photovoltaic Pilot Program (the "Pilot Program") and
associated program implementation changes in Docket No. UM 1452. The Commission has also
initiated a separate proceeding in AR 558 to address amendments to the Commission's rules to
implement any program changes. In light of the interrelationship between this docket and AR
558, the Joint Utilities are providing recommended rule changes herein and anticipate also filing
these proposed amendments in AR 558 at a later date.
In Order No. 11-089 ("Order"), the Commission addressed issues for the upcoming
enrollment periods in the Pilot Program. A key issue that arose was the effectiveness of the firstcome, first-served ("FCFS") method used to allocate capacity in the small- and medium-scale
system sizes. To address this issue, the Commission adopted Staffs position to implement a
lottery system for capacity reservations starting with the October 1, 2011 enrollment window.
Staff proposed a lottery system that included a 24-hour capacity application window.
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The

Commission opined that a lottery method would allow for an improved understanding among
interested stakeholders as to the actual demand for the Pilot Program. The Commission directed
Staff to convene a workshop to identify all necessary rules changes and to provide
recommendations in advance of the October 1, 2011 enrollment window.
On June 22, 2011 Staff conducted a workshop where interested parties had the
opportunity to review proposed changes to the rules to implement a lottery system for small- and
medium-sized systems and a bid-option for medium-sized systems.
Staff filed a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking with the Secretary of State ("SOS") on July
15, 2011 and served electronically the proposed rules on July 22, 2011 to the AdminRule
Electric Notification List and certain legislators as required by ORS 183.335 (hereinafter "Staff's
Proposed SOS Rules"). The proposed rule changes amend OAR 860-084-0010 through 860084-0450.

In addition to implementing changes to the pilot program ordered by the

Commission, the proposed rules clarify other issues and include additional changes to the rules.
The last day for public comment is September 12,2011. The Joint Utilities generally agree with
Staff's proposed rules as filed with the Secretary of State.

Staff incorporated additional

clarifying language since the last workshop. However, our attached rules do not reflect Staff's
additional changes. In these comments, we do reconcile the differences between our proposed
rule changes and Staff's proposed SOS Rules where needed, and state where we support Staff's
proposed language. If the Joint Utilities discover issues with the proposed rules due to the
additional changes, we will address those issues in closing comments and/or in the rulemaking
docket.
The Joint Utilities expressed concern in the earlier phases of these proceedings, and
throughout the Pilot Program, in having adequate time to implement the changes needed to
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administer and cost-effectively manage the Pilot Program. The Joint Utilities have learned that
an approach that (1) enables all stakeholders to clearly understand and prepare for any changes
and (2) provides the Joint Utilities with the necessary time to implement program modifications,
creates a more stable program.
Staff has indicated that a Commission Order concerning the implementation and policy
issues that are the subject of this proceeding is expected to be issued on or around September 6,
2011, with the capacity enrollment to be on October 3,2011. This time frame provides the Joint
Utilities with less than a month to implement any Pilot Program changes as may be directed by
the Coffimission Order. However, the software vendor, which was retained to implement the IT
components of the program, has requested a minimum of 30 days (and prefers up to six weeks)
to program and test the modified software. The risk to the success Of the Pilot Program of not
having adequate time to thoroughly implement and error test the program to ensure trouble free
functionality is significant. As a result, to meet the necessary conditions requested by the vendor
and to minimize Pilot Program costs, the Joint Utilities urge the parties in this docket to come to
agreement on most, if not all, implementation issues prior to September 6, 2011.
In this context, the Joint Utilities recommend settlement discussions among interested
stakeholders sometime between August 15-22, 2011, to attempt to resolve critical path issues.
The Joint Utilities recommend that the scope of any settlement discussions be limited to the
specific issues the Commission set forth in Order 11-089 to ensure a successful outcome for the
October enrollment period.
In these comments, the Joint Utilities address the implementation aspects and the

associated administrative costs of the pilot program in light of the modifications made since its
onset. Next, our comments discuss several key areas in the rules necessary to implement a
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lottery system that achieves the objectives of the Commission Order in an efficient and equitable
manner. Our comments are generally organized in the order of the rules.
Lottery Implementation

In the upcoming lottery capacity enrollment period

I,

the capacity application form used

will be the same as the previous enrollments. 2 As generally proposed by Staff, after the lottery
enrollment period closes, there will be a period to review the applications for completeness, a
randomizer will be applied to the lottery applicants, the capacity applications will be ranked, and
an audit or review of the results will be made. If capacity is not fully reserved in the lottery, then
under Staff s proposal, the enrollment period would remain open and the utilities would offer the
available remmning capacity to customers on a FCFS basis.
This regime could require the Joint Utilities to effectively offer four enrollment periods a
year, rather than two. This will materially increase our efforts and add more processing costs.
Program administration costs already have been weighty given needed measures to prevent
enrollment gaming, efforts to track demand, and work to implement program changes. The VIR
is likely high enough that the capacity will fill during the lottery process, negating the need for
the follow-up FCFS application process. 3 Nonetheless, the Joint Utilities expect to develop a
new online queuing system to manage the customers who enroll during the FCFS period until
capacity is fully reserved or until the end of the enrollment period. In addition, if the vendor
does not have adequate time to develop and program a new process the system will be less
automated than it was in the original FCFS system..

If we randomly select and rank the

1 Staff proposed a lottery system and if there is remaining capacity, then capacity is made available on a first-come, first~served
basis.
2 PGE will add a field for the customer to enter the meter number to avoid duplication applications,
3 One caveat is that a few of the installers expressed difficulties with selling customers on the lottery concept due to unclear
chances of being awarded capacity.
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participants in an excel spreadsheet, rather than the online system generating this information,
then we will need to manually provide the confirmation number to the participant so that they
can make the reservation payment in PayPal. The process will be slower and require more
person hours and potentially increased costs. Attachment A is the Joint Utility proposal for the
lottery (and FCFS) enrollment process.
Proposed Rule Chauges

The Joint Utilities provide revised rule language that we consider housekeeping in nature
and also language that is necessary to change to a lottery system. Attachment B are the Joint
Utilities proposed rules. In our comments below we highlight a few issues discussed at the
workshop and make further recommendations.
Definitions
In OAR 860-084-0010(8) the joint utilities offer a definition for "installed."

The

definition works in conjunction with OAR 860-084-0210 which concerns the capacity
reservation expiring if a system has not been installed within twelve months of the reservation
start date. The definition is intended to alleviate confusion or uncertainty concerning when a
system is installed and when the capacity reservation expires. It is also an attempt to clarify that
utility delay in installation of equipment will not negatively impact participation. In the case of
some larger systems, there is additional installation work that must be performed before the solar
system is ready for interconnection to the utility grid system. In order to not penalize the
customer if the system is not ready for interconnection to the utility grid system, the Joint
Utilities propose the definition read as follows: (8) "Installed" means the generation system is
completely built and has passed final electrical inspection by the local authority holding
jurisdiction.
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In Staff's Proposed SOS Rules, the definition of installed, OAR 860-084-0010(10),

accomplishes the same result and the Joint Utilities also support the proposed language.
New Construction and the 90 Percent Rule
In OAR 860-084-0100(2)(g), Staff proposed revised language requiring that the capacity
of qualifying system be sized to provide an estimated energy generation equal to 90 percent of
the actual usage during the most recent 12 billing period at the premise where the system will be
installed. Further, under Staff's proposal, if the premise has less than 12 billing periods of actual
usage, the electric company may use the actual usage of a similarly-situated customer to
determine the nameplate capacity. POE supports Staff's revised language.
24-hour Capacity Reservation Lottery Enrollment Window
Staff proposed that OAR 860-084-0195 be revised to address how capacity reservations
will be made for small-, medium-, and large-size systems.

Section 0195(3) governs how

capacity will be distributed with the lottery. Consistent with Commission Order 11-089, the
proposed rule in subsection 3(b) states the "Electric companies must collect reservation
applications for a period to be determined by Commission order before selecting winning
participants."
The Joint Utilities support the 24-hour lottery as proposed by Staff. However, one party
in the workshop recommended a three-hour lottery. The general consensus was to replace "24hours" with "as directed by Commission Order." In Staff's Proposed SOS Rules, the rule states
"[ellectric companies must collect reservation applications for 24 hours."

We recommend

parties come to an agreement on this issue before the September 6th Commission Order. If the
issue must be revisited by the Commission, this creates uncertainty with implementation for the
upcoming enrollment period.
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Three-Month Capacity Enrollment Period
We recommend the capacity enrollment period end in three months, rather than six. This
would leave adequate time to determine any excess capacity, determine the upcoming available
capacity for the next enrollment period, and prepare for the upcoming enrollment period.
Excess Capacity Rollover
Revised OAR 860-084-0195(3)(d) states that if capacity remains available after the
lottery (and FCFS) period ends, then the remaining capacity will roll over to the next capacity
reservation period. The purpose of the rule is so that excess capacity rolls over to the next
enrollment period and not to the end of the pilot. This is how we have managed excess capacity
in the previous enrollment periods. We recommend continuing how we currently rollover exc!lss
capacity. Such capacity can result from drop-outs, duplicate capacity reservations, or unreserved
capacity.
Remaining capacity after the lottery enrollment period ends and before the FCFS opens is
available capacity. Any capacity left over after the follow-up FCFS ends would then be excess
capacity that would roll over to the next capacity enrollment period.
The Joint Utilities support Staff s Proposed SOS Rules pertaining to this issue.
Pregualification Process
One party proposed a two-prong prequalification process for participants in the lottery as
a measure to ensure that only the most qualified customers reserve a capacity reservation. This
is a departure from the existing method of requiring deposits to deter frivolous applications. This
proposed approach would require the utilities to police the consumers, even require some type of
prior certification or modification to the existing on-line capacity enrollment application. This
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will increase administrative costs at a time when Staff and the utilities are concerned about the
costs of this pilot program.
Medium-sized Systems RFP
Initially, proposed OAR 860-084-0195(1)(b) directs that 50 percent of allocated capacity
be awarded to the net metering option and the other 50 percent to the competitive bidding option
for medium-sized systems as required by Order 11-089.4 In Staff's Proposed SOS Rules, the
language was revised stating, "The allocated capacity will be divided between the net metering
and the competitive bidding options as directed by Commission Order."
The Joint Utilities plan to conduct the medium-sized system request for proposal ("RFP")
as we do the large-sized systems. We propose to modify the existing RFP document for large
systems by adding language allowing medium-sized systems to submit bids.
Alternating the capacity between enrollment windows and conducting the medium-sized
RFP in October 2011 has the potential for lowering the costs of program. The bid option prices
could be lower than the net metering 10% rate drop and this would provide the Commission a
better price point in which to set the rate for subsequent enrollment periods.
As an alternative, PGE proposes to streamline the process by issuing an RFP for medium
and large systems simultaneously, starting in April 2012. This approach would have all the
capacity in the upcoming enrollment period be available in the net metering option. Then, the
following enrollment period all the capacity, would be available in the RFP.

400 page 8, Commission Order 11~089 states, "Resolution: With one modification, we adopt Staffs proposal to allocate mediumscale system capacity on a 50-50 basis using the VIR rates and competitive bidding. For larger systems, competitive bidding can
be an effective means for identifying acceptable rates while keeping costs down. We adopt the Joint Utilities' proposal for timing
- competitive bidding for the medium-scale systems will occur during the October 1 enrollment period."
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Policy & Implementation

Participant Confidentiality
Proposed OAR 860-084-0420 reqnires that participants agree to release information from
surveys and applications. From this information, the utility is required to send a list of systems,
including a participant's name and address, to the Energy Trust of Oregon (ETO), Oregon
Department of Revenue, and Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE) upon request.

POE

provides this information quarterly to the ETO and the ODOE so these entities can verify that
participants are not collecting state and ETO incentives which are prohibited in this pilot.
However, the Commission was recently required, pursuant to public information requests, to
disclose information concerning participants that we believe most participants would expect to
be private. In order to protect our customers from such disclosures, we propose to remove the
participant's name and address in these reports and provide the account and meter number. ETO
can identify the customer with the account number. The Joint Utilities are working with ODOE
to find a solution to preserve participant confidentiality and preclude the release of confidential
participant information through public information requests.
Quarterly Reports
OAR 860-084-0430(2) requires that each electric company provide the data collected
(discussed above) on a quarterly basis. The Joint Utilities have provided these reports on a
quarterly basis since the onset of the pilot program. Due to the timing of the bi-annual capacity
enrollment windows and when participants give consent to release their information, we propose
to provide the report bi-annually coinciding with the enrollment window and signing of the
contract agreement. Because capacity fills quickly and the interconnection agreement deadline is
about 60 days after enrollment, two out of four quarterly reports tend to be superfluous.
Furthermore, each bi-annual report will reflect a more complete picture of the number of
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participants, application process, and number of drop outs associated with each enrollment
window.
We typically receive a signed contract agreement from the participants, which gives the
utility consent to release the pruticipant's information, on or around the interconnection
agreement deadline, which is about three months after the capacity enrollment window. Three
months after the October enrollment window is January, therefore, we would provide one biannual report in February. The second report would be provided in August since it is associated
with the April capacity enrollment period.
We propose the rule be revised as follows: " ... Reports that include this raw data and a
summary of this datafor the pilot program to date, must be provided to the Oregon Department
of Energy, the Energy Trust of Oregon, the Oregon Department of Revenue and to the
Commission, bi-annually fju£lrterly, on the 15th day in February and August of the first month of
c£lch e£llcnoor fju£lrter. "

Participant Surveys
OAR 860-084-0440 develops the rules for pilot program overhead for the evaluation and
survey process. At the time the rules were developed, parties did not foresee changing the
capacity reservation system from a FCFS to a lottery process. In an effort to capture information
from participants in the first lottery enrollment window, PGE recommends adding a Cohort D
group to the survey process to measure participant satisfaction with the pilot program lottery
process and to understand the participant decision processes in choosing between the volumetric
incentive rate program and the existing net metering program as required in OAR 860-0840440(1)(a) and (b). At the time PGE developed the participant survey design, we elected to
survey participants from the first three enrollment windows (Cohort A, B, and C) in an effort to
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minimize costs, rather than all participants from eight enrollment windows. Adding another
Cohort will add additional, yet minimal, costs to the pilot program.
POE thinks the Commission will find including Cohort D useful information to assess
participant satisfaction with the lottery system. If we do not include another Cohort group, those
participants' experiences with the lottery system will not be captured. Including a Cohort D will
extend the timeline to provide an evaluation to the Commission, but will nonetheless be
beneficial in the long run when it's time to determine the successfulness or feasibility of one
program over another.
Conclusion

The revised rules reflect the lottery system for small- and medium-sized systems, and the
RFP for medium-sized systems as required by the Commission Order.

The Joint Utilities

provided housekeeping changes and suggested improvements to the rules at the workshops and
in informal comments. Staff then issued the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking with additional
clarifications based on such input. In general, the Joint Utilities agree with the rules as proposed
by Staff, but offer the recommendations for improvement contained herein.

If there are

outstanding issues remaining in mid-August, the Joint Utilities recommend settlement
discussions to attempt to resolve critical path issues so that the Joint Utilities can proceed with
the implementation phase as soon as possible.
Each capacity enrollment period we have faced pilot program issues that have required us
to redesign and reprogram the capacity enrollment system, which has increased costs. The
challenge we faced in the second and third enrollment periods was unusual in that our
programmers effectively had to design and implement systems to mitigate against certain
participants who employed sophisticated and anti-competitive automated scripts.
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For the

upcoming enrollment period, we continue to have concerns about having adequate time to
implement the pilot program changes and also increased administrative costs due to program
changes. To minimize these impacts and cost impacts on utility customers who will bear these
costs, we recommend minimal further implementation changes to the pilot as we move through
its term.

DATED this 29th day of July, 2011.

Respectfully Submitted,

G~~
lchard George, OSB No. 97469
Assistant General Counsel
Portland General Electric Company
121 SW Salmon St., lWTC1301
Portland, OR 97204
Telephone (503) 464-7611
Fax (503) 464-2200
E-Mail: richard.george@pgn.com

Ryan Flynn, OSB No. 025304
Senior Counsel
Pacific Power
825 NE Multnomah, Suite 1800
Portland, OR 97232
Telephone: (503) 813-5854
Fax: (503) 813-7252
E-Mail: ryan.flynn@pacificorp.com
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UM 1452 Opening Comments of Joint Utilities
Attachment A
PGElPacific Power Proposed Enrollment Process
1. Enrollment Day (EDay) - Enrollment website opens at Sam to begin accepting capacity
reservation applications. Payment of the deposit is not required until applicant is notified
the capacity reservation has been accepted.
2. CEday+ 1) - Using a randomizer programi developed by Epiq all applications received
within the first 24 hours are randomly assigned a queue position. Available capacity is
distributed in the order of the application queue position until the capacity allocation for
the enrollment period and system size is reached. A review of the application for
qualifications is NOT done at this time. ii
3. (Eday+ 1) - Capacity reservation applications continue to be accepted following the
randomized position numbers being assigned. Applications are taken on a first come,
first served basis, and each application is assigned the next queue position number. The
enrollment period stays open for a 3-month period.
4. CEday+1)
a. An applicant awarded a capacity reservation is notified by email from Epiq' s
system using the contact email address entered on the application form. The
email notification provides the application tracking number and a link to the
deposit payment website. The deposit must be paid within 3 business days from
the date the notification email was sent.
b. An applicant not awarded a capacity reservation is notified of no available
capacity by emailfrom Epiq's system utilizing the contact email address entered
on the application. The email will state there is currently no capacity available,
provide their waiting list position number, and advise that should capacity become
available within 3 months of the start of the enrollment period they will be
notified of the acceptance of the capacity reservation.
5. CEday+ 1) - Announce on electric company's website if capacity is fully subscribed and
the number of participants currently on the waiting list.
6. (Eday+4) - After 72 hour window to pay deposits has elapsed, Epiq confirms deposit
payments made. Applicants not paying the deposit within the specified timeframe will be
removed from participation. The capacity allocation will be offered to the next applicant
on the waiting list. This will be repeated through the 3-month enrollment period.
7. CEday+4 to Eday+ IS) - Following payment of deposit, the electric company has 10 days
to review and work with application to correct any deficiencies in the application or
problems with system sizing.
S. (Eday+ IS) - Electric company awards capacity reservations for lottery participants that
have successfully undergone review/qualification process by this day.
9. Applicants have 2 months from capacity award date to submit an Interconnection
Application and 1 year within which to install their systems.
10. (Eday+90) - Close enrollment period. This is to allow sufficient time to evaluate
available capacity for the next enrollment window and make announcement of available
capacity 2 months prior to next enrollment period
Auditable process
Applications are not reviewed by the electric company at this point to qualify the applications. This screening, like
in the original first-come, first-served process, is done after the deposit is paid.

i

ii

II

Joint Utility Redline VIR Solar Program Rules

Attachment B

PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION
DIVISION 84
SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC PROGRAMS
860-084-0000
Scope and Applicability of Solar PhotovoItaic Programs
(1) OAR 860-084-0020 through 860-084-0080 ("the Solar Photovoltaic Capacity Standard")
govern implementation of programs requiring electric company installation of solar photovoltaic
capacity.

(2) OAR 860-084-0100 through 860-084-0450 (the "Solar Photovoltaic Pilot Programs") govern
implementation of pilot programs to demonstrate the use and effectiveness of volumetric
incentive rates and payments for electricity delivered from solar photovoltaic energy systems.
(3) The Commission may waive any of the rules contained in Division 084 for good cause.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 -757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

860-084-0010
Definitions for Solar PhotovoItaic Capacity Standard and Pilot Programs
(1) "Contracted system" means an eligible system under contract in the solar photovoltaic pilot
program.
(2) "Electric company" has the meaning given that term in ORS 757.600.
(3) "Eligible consnmer" means a retail electricity consumer receiving service at the property
where the solar photovoltaic energy system will be installed.
(4) "Eligible energy" or "eligible generation" means the kilowatt-hours that may be paid at the
volumetric incentive rate. For the net metering option of the pilot program, eligible energy is .
equal to the usage of the retail electricity consumer in the year that the energy is generated by the
eligible system. In a given month, this eligible energy is equal to the actual usage of the retail
electricity consumer for that month. For the bidding option of the pilot program, eligible energy
equals actual generation, net of system requirements.
(5) "Eligible participant" or "participant" means an eligible consumer who has signed a contract
with the electric company and is participating in the pilot program. A regulated utility is not an
eligible participant in pilot programs.
1
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(6) "Eligible system" means a qualifying system tbat meets tbe requirements of OAR 860-0840120.
(7) "Equipment package" means a group of components connecting an electric generator witb an
electric distribution system and includes all interface equipment including switchgear, inverters,
or other interface devices. An equipment package may include an integrated generator or electric
production source.
(8) "Installed" means the generation system is completely built.-aR€l-has passed final electrical
inspection by the local authority holding jurisdiction. The system is isstallea whes it, asa is

reaay fur istereesseetiea te tHe atility gria system.
Explanation: Works in conjunction with 860-084-0210 to clarify that utility delay in
installation of net metering equipment will not impact participation.

(&2) "Excess energy" or "excess generation" means tbe kilowatt-hours generated in excess of

actual annual usage under tbe net metering option of tbe volumetric incentive rate pilot program.
In a given month, excess energy means kilowatt-hours generated in excess of monthly usage.
(91O) "Nameplate capacity" means the maximum rated output of a solar photovoltaic system,
measured at an irradiance level of 1000 W1m, witb reference air mass 1.5 solar spectral
irradiance distribution and cell or module junction temperature of 25°C.

(Mil) "IEEE standards" means the standards published in tbe 2003 edition of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Standard 1547, entitled "Interconnecting Distributed
Resources with Electric Power Systems," approved by tbe IEEE SA Standards Board on June 12,
2003, and in tbe 2005 edition oftbe IEEE Standard 1547.1, entitled "IEEE Standard
Conformance Test Procedures for Equipment Interconnecting Distributed Resources witb
Electric Power Systems," approved by the IEEE SA Standards Board on June 9, 2005.

(H 12) "On-line" means that the photovoltaic system is installed and providing power to the
electric company's electrical system or to serve the load of the retail electricity consumer.
(-h!U) "Payable generation" is the eligible generation for each month plus accrued excess
generation, up to tbe actual monthly usage. Excess generation accrues monthly.

(-814) "Pilot capacity limit" means the maximum installed capacity that each electric company
may contract during the pilot program.

(MIS) "Pilot year" means each twelve-month period of tbe solar photovoltaic pilot program
beginning on April 1 and ending on March 31.
(-816) "Qualifying assignee" or "assignee" means a person to whom a retail electricity consumer
may assign volumetric incentive rate payments under the standard contract. An electric company
2
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or its affiliate or any other regulated utility is not a qualifying assignee. Qualifying assignees
include, but are not limited to:
(a) A lender providing up front financing to a retail electricity consumer,
(b) A company or individual who enters into a financial agreement with a retail electricity
consumer to own and operate a solar photovoltaic energy system on behalf of the retail
electricity consumer in return for compensation,
(c) A company or individual who contracts with the retail electricity consumer to locate a solar
photovoltaic system on property owned by the retail electricity consumer, or
(d) Any party identified by the retail electricity consumer to receive payments that the electric
company is obligated to pay to the retail electricity consumer.
(M 17) "Qualifying third party" or "third party" means a party who is the owner or operator of a
photovoltaic system installed under the pilot program but who is not the retail electricity
consumer at that location. An electric company is not a qualifying third party under the pilot
programs.

(HIS) "Reservation start date" means the date the retail electricity consumer is notified of
securing capacity through a capacity reservation process and of the start and expiration dates for
that capacity reservation. The reservation start date initiates the time to interconnection
agreement.
(M 19) "Retail electricity consumer" means a consumer who is a direct customer of the electric
company and is the end user of electricity for specific purposes, such as heating, lighting or
operating equipment. Retail electricity consumers include consumers on direct access.
(+920) "System requirements" means the input electricity required to allow the solar
photovoltaic energy system to operate, sometimes referred to as the parasitic load.
(;6G21) "Time to interconnection agreement" means the time between the reservation start date
and the date an eligible participant signs an interconnection agreement.
(U22) "Volumetric incentive payments" or "payments" means the monthly amount that an
electric company pays to an eligible participant or assignee in the solar photovoltaic pilot
program for payable energy generated by a contracted system.
(~23) "Volumetric incentive rate" means the rate per kilowatt-hour paid by an electric company
to a retail electricity consumer or assignee for payable generation.

Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.3S0
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.3S0
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
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Solar PhotovoItaic Pilot Programs
860-084-0100
Solar PhotovoItaic Pilot Programs
(1) Each electric company must establish pilot programs to demonstrate the use and effectiveness
of volumetric incentive rates and payments for electricity delivered from qualifying solar
photovoltaic energy systems.

(2) Each electric company must offer a net metering option under the pilot program. This option
has the following characteristics:
(a) Qualifying systems installed on the customer side of the service meter;
(b) Volumetric incentive rates established by Commission order;
(c) Volumetric incentive rate payments for generation up to the actual annual usage of the retail
electricity consumer (eligible generation);
(d) Generation in excess of net metered annual usage (excess generation) donated to the electric
company's low income bill assistance program; anEl
(e) The methodology used to calculate thls-energy generation will be consistent with the
methodologies used by the Energy Trust of Oregon and the Oregon Department of Energy.

ill Capacity of qualifying systems sized to provide an estimated energy generation equai to 90
percent of the rolling average of the actual usage during the most recent 12 billing periods at the
premises at wilicilwhere the qualifying system will be installed. If tilis average call1lot be
determilled, tile lIamefllate c3j3acity call be 110 morethe premises have less than 90 florcellt of a
rollillg average of tilree year'sl2 billing periods of actual usage by a , the electric company may
use the actual usage of a similarly-situated customer, as determilled by the electric cOlRj'lall)'.

Explanation: Staff proposal.
Cfg) For new construction, the qualifying systems shall be sized to provide an estimated energy
generation equal to 90 percent of the estimated annual load as determined by athe atilityelectric
company provided load estimation document.

Explanation: Suggestion to use existing utility tools to determine expected load.
(11) For agricultural customers, if the most recent 12 billing periods is not representative of actual
average usage, the qualifying system may be sized to meet 90 percent of the usage for any 12
consecuti ve billing periods within the last three years.

Explanation: Suggested addition from previous workshop
4
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(3) Each electric company must offer a volumetric incentive rate bid option under the pilot
program. This option has the following characteristics:
(a) Volumetric incentive rate paid to each retail electricity consumer is established by a
successful bid for capacity in the volumetric incentive rate pilot program; and
(b) Volumetric incentive rate payments for 100 percent of energy generated, net of system
requirements.
(4) Retail electricity consumers eligible for each pilot program option will be defined by
Commission order.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 -757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
860-084-0120

Systems Eligible for Enrollment in Pilot Programs
(1) Individual solar photovoltaic energy systems eligible for the Solar Photovoltaic Pilot
Programs must have a nameplate generating capacity less than or equal to 500 kilowatts and
must be:

(a) In compliance with the siting, design, interconnection, installation, and electric output
standards and codes required by the laws of Oregon;
(b) Installed with meters or other devices to monitor and measure the quantity of energy
generated;
(c) Permanently installed in the State of Oregon by a retail electricity consumer of the electric
company;
(d) Installed in the service territory of the electric company;
(e) First operational and on-line after the launch of the pilot programs;
(f) Financed without expenditures under ORS 757.612 (3)(b)(B) or tax credits under ORS
469.160 or ORS 469.185 to 469.225;

(g) Certified by the residential electric consumer as constructed from new components (modules,
inverter, batteries, mounting hardware, etc.); and
(h) Compliant with Commission quality and reliability requirements for solar photovoltaic
systems and system installation.

5
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(2) Systems that are uninstalled before the end of the contract term are not eligible for
subsequent volumetric incentive rates, other feed-in tariffs, or pilot programs during the
remainder of the contract term; and these systems cannot be reinstalled for the purposes of
entering a new contract under any solar photovoltaic pilot program, volumetric incentive or other
feed-in tariff program in the service territory of any electric company in the State of Oregon
during the contract term of the system, except that a system may be uninstalled and reinstalled at
another location under the same contract under the conditions set forth in OAR 860-084-0280.

(3) Retail electricity consumers submitting applications for a 500 kilowatt project are not eligible
to reserve capacity in the solar photovoltaic pilot program if the same project is also competing
for a purchased power agreement under the Solar Capacity Standard.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 -757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

860-084-0130
Ownership and Installation
(1) An electric company must contract to provide an incentive for solar photovoltaic energy
generated from an eligible system owned by a retail electricity consumer who has been granted a
capacity reservation in the solar photovoltaic pilot program and has executed all agreements with
the electric company.

(2) Eligible systems must be installed on the same property as the property where the retail
electricity consumer buys electricity from the electric company.
(a) Retail electricity consumers required to choose the net metering option of the volumetric pilot
programs must connect their systems to the customer load side of their meter.
(b) Retail electricity consumers reqHired Ie 6Reesepatticipating in the volumetric incentive rate
bidding option of the pilot program must connect into tfie..a distribution feeder that services the
60llSHffier at tRe propertyconsumer's retail electric service at the property. The point of common
coupling may be located on the load side of the retail customer's existing electric service.
Explanation: 1) In some situations interconnecting into the distribution feeder is not the
most cost-effective method of interconnection for the utility and for the consumer.
Unclear as to the reason for initial rule requirement. 2) When the bidding option is
extended to medium systems, interconnection into the distribution feeder will potentially
add additional cost for the utility and the consumer for the installation of a medium-scale
system. 3) Conforms to net metering.

(3) A retail electricity consumer may transfer its existing contract to another retail electricity
consumer eligible to contract with the electric company and residing at the same address where
the system is installed.

6
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(4) Eligible systems may be owned, operated, or owned and operated by qualifying third parties,
if the eligible system is:

(a) Owned by a qualifying third party as part of a loan agreement, or
(b) Owned and operated by a qualifying third party on behalf of the retail electricity consumer,
or
(c) Operated by a third party on behalf of the retail electricity consumer.
(5) The electric company will owu the rights to 100 percent of the reuewable energy certificates
associated with the energy provided by the contracted systems. The electric company may
perfect the renewable energy certificates.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

860-084-0140

f.ssigRmcRt of PllymcRtsPaymcnt Requirements
(1) An electric company must allow a retail electricity consumer to assign payments to a single
qualifying assignee under standard contracts approved by the Commission and must allow
changes to payment assignment over the contract term.
(2) An electric company may charge a reasonable fee for the assignment of payments for account

setup at the time that the standard contract is assigned. An electric company may charge a
reasonable fee for changes to assignment of payments over the contract term.
(3) An electric company must provide payment to the qualifying assignee within 45 days from
the last day of the retail electricity consumer's prior billing period.
(4) Retail electricity consumers may request that.:

(a) PaymeRl's Be !laid Elireetly to the retail electricity COHSlImer: the retail electricity C8HS1:ImCr
willThe retail electricity consumer be paid directly 100 percent of the volumetric incentive rate
payment and continue to receive a standard monthly bill for electricity purchased under the tariff;
or
(b) Payments for energy generated be netted against the retail electricity consumer's standard
monthly bill and the retail electricity consumer receive or pay the resulting amount; or
(c) The qualified assignee identified on the standard contract be paid 100 percent of the
volumetric incentive rate payment and the retail electricity consumer be billed separately for the
retail electricity consumer's monthly bill.
7
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(5) The retail electricity consumer is responsible for the minimum monthly charge and other nonvolumetric charges on the standard monthly bill.
Explanation: Movedfrom 860-084-0250.Language clean up proposed at first workshop.
(6) Payments for energy generated will be held by the electric company until the amount accrued
per customer generator exceeds $25.00.
Explanation: The cost of processing a check in these situations is more than the amount
of the payment being made to the consumer or third party. In order to minimize
administrative expense we propose to only process payments when the total credit
exceeds $25.00.

Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
860-084-0150
Solar Photo voltaic Pilot Capacity Limit
(1) New capacity reservations will not be accepted after March 31, 2015, or when the cumulative
capacity of contracted systems in pilot programs reaches 25 megawatts of nameplate capacity,
whichever is earlier.
(2) PO'lI'eF !hat ij'llalifies against !his ellflaeity limit is ffleaBllred as !he Sllm of pO'oVer generated Oil
!he alternating ellrreat side of system ia'ferters aeross all eoatraeted systems.

Explanation: Staff change; covered by 860-084-0160(1).
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 -757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
860-084-0160
Measurement of Capacity under the Solar Photovoltaic Pilot Program
(1) For purposes of the Solar Photovoltaic Pilot Program, the capacity of solar photovoltaic
energy is measured on the altemating current side of the system's inverter.
(2) Each electric company must convert nameplate capacity ratings reported by manufacturers in
terms of direct current watts under standard test conditions to an alternating current rating in
watts to account for inverter and other system component losses and to account for the effect of

8
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normal operating temperature on solar module output. This conversion will be calculated as 85
percent of the manufacturer's nameplate rating.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

860-084-0170
Distributing Solar Photovoltaic Pilot Capacity by Electric Company
(1) Each electric company will receive a share of the total solar photovoltaic pilot program
capacity as established by Commission order.
(2) An electric company may not solicit or accept additional capacity reservations for a solar
photovoltaic pilot program once the company reaches 100 percent of its itIlocated solar
photovoltaic pilot capacity limit.
(3) The Commission may consider requests to adjust each electric company's solar photovoltaic
pilot capacity limit by changing the allocation of the total solar photovoltaic pilot program
capacity from ffiBsethat established at pilot program initiation.

Explanation: Housekeeping change.

Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

860-084-0180
Distributing Electric Company Capacity Limit by Allocation Period
(1) Each electric company must allocate a percentage of its total allocated capacity limit as
established by Commission order.
.

(2) The Commission may consider requests to adjust the allocation percentage for any electric
company.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

860-084-0190

9
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Distributing Capacity by System Size
(1) A solar photovoItaic system capacity is the total capacity contracted lrythat is atta£ood
reassociated with a single meter at the retail electricity GOHSamer.consumer's premise.

Explanation: To conform to net metering and avoid cases of virtual metering. Includes edits
proposed at first workshop
_(2) Three size classes of qualifying systems are established and defined by a range of nameplate
capacity; the Commission may modify these capacity ranges.
(a) A small-scale system has a nameplate capacity of less than or equal to 10 kilowatts;
(b) A medium-scale system has a nameplate capacity greater than 10 kilowatts and less than or
equal to 100 kilowatts; and
(c) A large-scale system has a nameplate capacity greater than 100 kilowatts and less than or
equal to 500 kilowatts.
(3) Small-scale and medium-scale systems must be targeted to attain a goal of 75 percent of the
capacity deployed under the solar photovoltaic pilot program.
(4) An electric company must allocate certain percentages of its pilot capacity allocation for

small-scale, medium-scale, and large-scale capacity systems as directed by Commission order.
(5) An electric company with less than one megawatt of total allocation must allocate 100
percent of its solar photovoltaic capacity limit to retail electricity consumers installing smallscale systems.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10; PUC 6-2010, f. & cert. ef. 11-19-10
860-084-0195
Mechanisms for Reserving Capacity
(1 1 Annual capacity reservations shall be made as follows:

(al For small-scale systems:
100 percent of the allocated capacity will be awarded to the
net metering option by *lottery or (iil first come first served, as othelwise directed by
Commission Order.
(b) For medium-scale systems: *50 percent of the alloeated capacity will be awarded to
the net metering option by lottery and ®-50 percent of the allocated capacity will be
awarded by competitive bidding, or as otherwise directed by Commission Order~
10
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(c) For large-scale systems:
competitive bidding.

100 percent of the allocated capacity will be awarded by

Capaeity reservatiens fer small seale afld mediem seale systems are w.varded en a first eeme
first served basis, entil the anneal eapaeity limit fer the system size slass is reached,

Explanation: Staff change with revisions proposed by utilities.
(al Applicatien paelcages fer eapaeity may be sebmitted te the eleetae cempany at any time
deang the pilet year.

Explanation: (a) is in contradiction of the language in 860-084-0170(2) directing the
electric company to stop collecting applications when the capacity is fully reserved.
(2) Reservations made by either competitive bidding or lottery shall be awarded within each
system size independent of the other classes.

Explanation: Staff change.
(3) The following will govern capacity distributed through a lottery:

(a) Electric companies must conduct a lottery-based capacity reservation process on April 1st and
October 1st during each of the remaining pilot years.
(b) Electric companies must collect reservation applications for 21 heHrsa period to be
determined by Commission order before selecting winning participants.
(c) Electric companies must notify winning lottery participants no later !ban three business days
after the close of the reservation application window. Deposits are due within three business days
of this notification. Electric companies then have 15 business days to confirm that reservation
applications conform to all program rules.
(2) Unless etherwise directed by Commissien erder, capacity reservatie8s fer large scale systems
are awarded 08 the basis of eempetitive biddi8g. d) If capacity remains available after the lottery,
then the remaining capacity will be awarded on a first come, first served basis until 90 days prior
to !be next capacity reservation period or as otherwise directed by Commission order. Remaining
capacity will roll over to the next capacity reservation period.

_ _~Explanation: Proposedfor lottery.
(4))

The following will govern capacity distributed through a competitive bidding option:

(a) Electric companies must issue a Request for Proposal for illJarge-scale bid option systems no
later !ban 30 business days prior to the startef eaeh pilot year. April 1st of each pilot year and (ij)
medium-scale bid option systems no later than 30 business days prior to October 1st of each pilot
~eartEAlh
11
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(b) Electric companies must set the bidder response deadline for (i) large-scale bid option
systems no later than me first lmsiaess day ofApril 1st each pilot year and (ii) for medium-scale
bid option systems no later than October 1st of each pilot year.
(c) Electric companies must award capacity to winning bidders no later than fifteen business
days after the bidder response deadline. Selection of winning bids must be based solely on the
bidder's volumetric incentive rate bid.
(d) If capacity remains available after all bids are awarded, then the remaining capacity will roll
over to the next pilot year.wpropriate bid optioa enrollment window as defined by 860-0840195 (4)(a).
(e) A medium- and large-scale capacitybid-option reservation begins when the bidder receives
notification of a sHccessf,liwinning bid.

Explanation: Rule changes are designed to reflect the Commission Order 11-089
released on Mar 17,2011 adopting the Joint Utilities Proposal, Feb 28,2011 pg 6,
where distribution of capacity for medium systems alternates between RFP and lottery.
~Q)

Electric companies must require a capacity reservation deposit of $500 or $20 per kilowatt
of the proposed system capacity, whichever is larger.

Explanation: Additional deposit amount requested by solar vendors during first
workshop to prevent gaming.
(6) Capacity reservations are non-transferable ii'om one customer generator to another customer
generator~

Explanation: Designed to prevent gaming during the lottery or bidding process.
(7)

A capacity reservation starts when the wpiicaat l'eeei'leselectric company sends confirmation
from the electric company that capacity was awarded.

Explanation: Made as a separate item to apply to both lottery and first-come first served.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 -757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
860-084-0200

Capacity Reservation, Timing, and Volumetric Incentive Rates

A retail electricity consumer who has made a capacity reservation and who has executed all
required agreements with the electric company shall be paid the effective volumetric incentive
rate effective at the time of enrollment for 100 percent of the eligible energy generated. Capacity
12
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reservation applications and standard contracts must provide the volumetric incentive rate in
effect at the capacity reservation date.
(1) A cellSHmer that has made a capacity reservatiell Hilder the Ilet metered eptiell may receive
the velHmetric illcelltive Fate ill place at the time ef the cellsHmer's capacity reSeFl'atiell fer 100
pereellt ef the eligible ellergy gelleFated by the cellsHmer's system. Capacity Fesef'Vatiell
applicatiells aIld stalldaFd celltfficts previded te retail electricity cellSHmers at the time ef
capacity reservatiell mHst state the velumetric illcelltive rate that the retail electricity cellSHmer is
eligible te recei',e, based ell the capacity reservati ell date.

(2) 1\11 eligible system eWlled by a retail electricity cellSHmer 'Nhe has beell gFallted a capacity
reservatiell ill the selar pheteveltaic pilet pregram alld has eltecHted all agreemellts with the
electric cempally Hilder the velHmetric biddillg eptiell may receive the velHmetric illcelltive rate
bid by the retail electricity cellSHmer, te be paid ell 100 percellt ef the ellergy gellerated by the
celltraeted system, Ilet ef system reEjHiremellts.

Explanation: Staff change.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 -757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

860·084·0210
Capacity Reservation, Timiag, aad Dllratian Expiration
(1) The capacity reservation for net metering and bid option pilot programs expires if a
completed interconnection application is not filed within two months of the reservation start
date, or if the system has not been installed within twelve months of the reservation start date
as described in OAR 860-084-0010.

Explanation: Works in conjunction with 860-084-0010(8) to clarify that utility delay in
installation of net metering equipment will not impact participation.
(2) The capacity reser'latiell fer large scale systems enpires six mellths [rem the date that all

illtereellllectiell applicatiell is filed er withill twelve mellths [rem the reservatiell stmt date,
whichever is lellger, if the system has Ilet beell illstalled.

Explanation: 860-084-0230(3) requires that an interconnection application be filed
within two months. So 210(2) states that a large system will have 8 months (2 months for
interconnection application plus 6 months after filing) or 12 months whichever is longer.
So rule 0230(1) should be expanded to encompass all reservations and (2) should be
removed.

13
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(3) Elesms seffij3a1lies FflHSt sellest data en the tiFHe te intersennestien agreeFflent and sendHet
pilet pregraFfl satisfaetien sHrveys in erder te iffij3reve eapacity reservatien and intereenneetien
preeesses ever the pilet pregraFfl. Data eelleetien and sHr"eys fflHSt inelHde:
Ea) Intereenneetien agreeFflents that have net been negetiated between the eleetricity seffij3any
aIld the retail elestrisity senSHFfler within a six Fflenth windew after all applieatien for
intereenneetien has been filed, er
Eb) Retail elesmsity eensuFHerS that have reserved sapasity under the pilet pregFaFfls and whese
eapacity reservati ens ellpire before selar pheteveltaie energy systeFfls are installed.
Explanation: General clean up moving data collection rules into 860-084-0400 Data
collection sectionf4~
11) Once the capacity reservation expires, the retail electricity consumer must newly apply for a

capacity reservation and will not be given preferential treatment.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
860·084·0220
Capacity Availability and Announcements
(l) Each electric company must announce the available capacity for the upcoming capacity
reservation period after the previous period ends and selieit applieatiens no later than two
months before the start of the upcoming capacity reservation period.

Explanation: The current capacity reservation period must close and the excess capacity
rolled over before the utility can announce the available capacity for the upcoming
capacity enrollment period.

l1l.Each electric company must announce when the capacity allocation is fully reserved.
(;J,;).) Capacity allocated to small-scale, medium-scale, and large-scale systems that is not reserved

in a capacity reservation period must be added to the available capacity for the respective size
systems in the next capacity reservation period.
(~)

In January 2013, the remaining pilot capacity may be reallocated. This reallocation may
redistribute the remaining pilot program capacity so that 75 percent of the energy generated is
from small-scale systems at the time the pilot program reaches 25.megawatts of alternating
CUlTent
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Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 -757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

860-084-0230
Application for Capacity Reservation
(1) The electric company must establish, in compliance with Commission order, a capacity

application process for both the net metering and volumetric incentive rate bid options. The
electric company must provide eligible participants the necessary instructions on how to
complete a satisfactory capacity application. Fees collected during the capacity application
process must be refunded to the retail electricity consumer if a capacity reservation is not
secured.
(2) For the purposes of these rules, an application package includes a capacity reservation
application, payment of fees required under OAR 860-084-0280, and an interconnection
application that complies with OAR 860-084-0270(4)(a), (c), (d), (t), and (g): Electric companies
may not require a retail electricity consumer to provide the information required by OAR 860084-0270(4 )(b) and (4)(e) as part of this initial application package.
:(3) Within two months of seeuring a eapaeity fesefvation, a retail eleetrieity eonsumer fHHst
suimait a eomj9leted apj9lieation fef intefeonneetion that meets all the requirements of OAR 860
084 0270 and that ineludes an estimate sf annual system energy generation using the
methodology identified in OAR 860 084 o100(2) (e).
Explanation: General clean up, requests repetitive information provided during capacity
reservation. t4
Q) The capacity reservation application must certify that the retail electricity consumer has read
and understands the standard contract established under the pilot program. Standard contract
forms must be provided to retail electricity consumers as part of the application process.

Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

860-084-0240
Standard Contracts
(1) Each electric company must file, for Commission approval, a separate standard contract for

the net metering and competitive bidding volumetric incentive rate programs as part of its
volumetric incentive rate tariff filing.
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(a) The standard contract will establish an agreement between the electric company and a retail
electricity consumer under which the electric company will make volumetric incentive rate
payments to participants for energy generated by solar photovoltaic systems installed in the
service territory of the electric company for a 15-year period. After the initiall5-year period, the
electric company may pay its prevailing avoided cost for energy generated by the solar
photovoitaic systems.
(b) Contracts under the solar photovoltaic pilot programs may only be issued to retail electricity
consumers of the electric company; these consumers must be eligible to participate in the pilots.
(2) Standard Contracts must include at least the following elements:
(a) Name and address of the retail electricity consumer and the installation address of the eligible
system;
(b) Each standard contract must be based on the volumetric incentive rate (bid option) or
volumetric incentive rate formula (net metering option) in place at the time of the capacity
reservation for the retail electricity consumer;
(c) Each standard contract must require a retail electricity consumer installing capacity under the
net metered option to transfer generation in excess of eligible energy to the low income bill
assistance program of the electric company.
(4) Standard contracts must provide for certification by the retail electricity consumer under the
competitive bidding option that they are eligible to make wholesale sales of energy at marketbased rates;

Explanation: Clean up for extending competitive bidding option to medium-scale
systems.
(~)

Each standard contract must include a date of initiation and a date of contract expiration. If
mutually agreed upon by the electric company and consumer, the contract may exceed 15 years;
(eD Each standard contract must include a section to record retail electricity consumer
certifications that:

(A) Any investor in the qualifying system has not accepted or will not accept incentives from the
Energy Trust of Oregon or Oregon state residential or business tax credits for the qualifying
system covered by the contract, and
(B) The system and its individual components are new and have not been previously installed,
and meet quality, reliability, and installation criteria approved by the Commissron;
(fg) Each standard contract must include a provision under which the retail electricity consumer
agrees that the electric company can release lists of all participants in the pilot programs to the
Oregon Department of Revenue, the Oregon Department of Energy, the Public Utility
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Commission, and the Energy Trust of Oregon. Tho staRdani ceRtract !ffiIst ceRtain descriptioRs
ef tho cORfidoRtiaiity reqtliromeRts tHat those receiviRg this iRformatioR must follow;

Explanation: Removed the last sentence because there is likely no confidentiality
protection for this information.

ili) Each standard contract must require the retail electricity consumer to agree to complete up to
three surveys on the effectiveness of the pilot programs in order to remain eligible for
participation in the pilot program. Each standard contract must also include the retail electricity
consumer's agreement that the electric company may release information obtained from the
surveys to the Commission and the Energy Trust of Oregon;
(hi) Monthly payments must be made directly to the retail electricity consumer or to a qualifying
assignee;
(ii) Each standard contract must allow a retail electricity consumer to assign payments to a single
qualifying assignee. Contracts must allow the retail electricity consumer to change the assignee
at any time during the contract term;
.

Gk) Each standard contract must allow the transfer of an existing retail electricity consumer's
contract under the pilot program to another retail electricity consumer eligible to contract with
the electric company under the pilot program, consistent with OAR 860-084-0130(3).

(*'1> Disclosure that payments under the volumetric incentive rate bid option may be taxable as
income under Oregon and Federal Tax law and that an eligible system may be subject to property
tax in the State of Oregon;
(1m) Name and business address of solar installer or contractor, name and business address of
system financer, and description of the photovoltaic equipment package;.
(mn) For net metered systems, participants must certify that the system is sized such that their
qualifying system complies with OAR 860-084-0100(2)(e).

(3) A retail electricity consumer found by the Commission to have made a false certification is
no longer eligible for the Volumetric Incentive Rate Pilot Programs and any contract entered
under the Volumetric Incentive Rate Pilot Programs is void.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
:8GO 084 02eO
Billiag aad Paymeat Re!juiFements
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J 1) Volameaic iHceHtive paymeHts for payable eHergy roost be pais HO later thaH 45 says from
the last day of the retail elecaicity cOHsliIHer's billiHg perios. Retail electricity COHsamers may
reEJ:llest that:
(a) PaymeHts be pais sirectly to the COHSHmer; the COHsamer will cOHtiaae'to receive a staHsaffi
moathly bill for elecaicity pamhases HHser the tariff; or
(e) PaymeHts for eHergy geHerates ee Hettes agaiHst the retail eleetriaity eoasHmer's staadaro
moathly bill aad the retail electricity coasamer receive or pay the resaltiag amoaat; or

:(c) The Ejaalified assigaee ideatifies oa the staadaffi coatract be paid 100 pemeat of the
volametric iaceative rate paymeat aad the retail electricity coasamer be billes separately for the
retail electricity coasamer's moathly bill.
(2) The retail electricity coasamer is respoasible for the aHaimam moathly charge aHd other aoa
volHmeaic charges oa the staadars moathly bilL
[Moved to section -0140 Assignment of Payments and revised.]
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

Interconnection: Application And Agreements
860-084-0260

Interconnection Requirements for Solar Photovoltaic Pilot Program
(1) To be qualified for interconnected operation, a qualifying system must be certified as
complying with the following standards as applicable:

(a) IEEE standards; and
(b) UL 1741 Inverters, Converters, and Controllers for Use in Independent Power Systems.
(January 2001).
(2) A system is considered as certified to the standards of section (1) of this rule, and the electric
company may not require further design review, testing, or additional equipment, if:
(a) The system is a complete equipment package that has been submitted by a manufacturer to a
nationally recognized testing and certification laboratory, and has been tested and listed by the
laboratory for continuous interactive operation with an electric distribution system in compliance
with the applicable codes and standards listed in section (1) of this rule; or
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(b) The system is an equipment package which includes a generator or other electric source and
the equipment package has been tested and listed as an integrated package in compliance with
the applicable codes and standards listed in section (1) of this rule, or
(c) The certified equipment package comprises only the interface components (switchgear,
inverters, or other interface devices) and the interconnection applicant has shown that
(A) The solar photo voltaic energy system being utilized is compatible with the equipment
package,
(B) Testing and listing of the solar photovoltaic generator being utilized, as performed by the
nationally recognized testing and certification laboratory, is consistent with the testing and listing
of the interface component equipment package, and
(C) The testing and listing specified for the package is consistent with the applicable codes and
standards listed in section (I) of this rule.

(3) A qualifying system may not interconnect to a transmission line.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 -757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

860-084-0270
Authorization to Interconnect
(I) A person may not interconnect an eligible system to an electric company's distribution
system without authorization from the electric company.
(2) A person proposing to interconnect an eligible system to an electric company's distribution
system must submit an application for interconnection to the electric company.
(3) A person with a contracted system who proposes to make any change to the facility, other
than a minor equipment modification, must submit an application to the electric company.
Changes affecting the nameplate capacity or the output capacity of the system authorized in the
agreement governing the contract require that the applicant apply for an additional capacity
reservation and for a new interconnection review.
(4) An application for interconnection must be submitted on a standard form, available from the
electric company and posted on the electric company's website. The submission of a completed
application initiates interconnection review. The application form must require the following
types of information:
(a) The name of the applicant and the electric company involved;
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(b) The type and specifications of the complete equipment package of the solar photovoltaic
energy system, including the solar photovoltaic generator;
(c) The level of interconnection review sought; e.g. Levell, Level 2, or Level 3;
(d) The contractor who will install the solar photo voltaic energy system;
(e) Equipment certifications;
(f) The anticipated date the solar photovoltaic energy system will be operational; and

(g) Other information that the utility deems is necessary to determine compliance with these
solar photovoltaic pilot program interconnection rules.
(5) Within three business days after receiving an application for Level I, Level 2, or Level 3
interconnection review, the electric company must provide written or electronic mail notice to
the applicant that it received the application and whether the application meets established
criteria.
(a) If the application does not meet established criteria, the written notice must include a list of
all of the information needed to complete the application.
(b) If the number of applications received in a week exceeds 20, the electric company may notify
customers by electronic mail that the company will respond within ten business days.
(6) Each electric company must designate an employee or office from which an applicant can
obtain basic application forms and information through an informal process; this process must be
outlined and posted on the electric company's website. On request, the electric company must
provide all relevant forms, documents, and technical requirements for submittal of an application
that meets established criteria for an interconnection application under these solar photovoltaic
pilot program rules, as well as specific information necessary to contact the electric company
representative assigned to review the application.
(7) A person may also request information about the feasibility of interconnecting a qualifying
system, in advance of filing an application for capacity reservation or interconnection. The
information provided by the electric company in response to this request must include relevant
existing studies and other materials that may be used to understand the feasibility of
interconnecting a solar photovoltaic facility at a particular point on the electric company's
distribution system. The electric company must comply with reasonable requests for access to or
copies of such information, except to the extent that providing such materials would violate
security requirements, confidentiality obligations to third parties, or be contrary to federal or
state regulations. The electric company may require a person to sign a confidentiality agreement
if required to protect confidential or proprietary information. A person requesting information
under this section must reimburse the electric company for the reasonable costs of gathering and
copying the requested information.
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(8) The electric company is not responsible for the cost of determining the rating of equipment
on the customer side of the meter.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

860-084-0280
Interconnection Cost Responsibility
(1) For a Levell interconnection review, the electric company may not charge an application, or
other fee, unless otherwise directed by the Commission. However, if an application for Level 1
interconnection review is denied because it does not meet the requirements for Level 1
interconnection review and the applicant resubmits the application under auother review
procedure, the electric company may impose a fee for the resubmitted application.
(2) For a Level 2 interconnection review, the electric company may charge fees of up to $50.00
plus $1.00 per kilowatt of the qualifying system's capacity, plus the reasonable cost of any
required minor modifications to the electric distribution system or additional review. Costs for
such minor modifications or additional review will be based on the electric company's nonbinding, good faith estimates and the ultimate actual installed costs. Costs for engineering work
done as part of any additional review will not exceed $100.00 per hour. An electric company
may adjust the $100.00 hourly rate once in January of each year to account for inflation and
deflation as measured by the Consumer Price Index.
(3) For a Level 3 interconnection review, the electric company may charge fees of up to $100.00
plus $2.00 per kilowatt of the qualifying system's capacity, as well as charges for actual time
spent on any required impact or facilities studies. Costs for engineering work done as part of an
impact study or interconnection facilities study will not exceed $100.00 per hour. An electric
company may adjust the $100.00 hourly rate once in January of each year to account for inflation
and deflation as measured by the Consumer Price Index. If the electric company must install
facilities in order to accommodate the interconnection of the qualifying system, the cost of such
facilities will be the responsibility of the applicant.
(4) Interconnected net metered systems must be eqnipped with two meters: metering equipment
that can measure the flow of electricity in both directions (complying with ANSI C12.1
standards and OAR 860-023-0015) to replace the existing customer meter, and a second meter
that can measure the total output of the qualifying system. Interconnected stand-alone systems
using the bidding process must be equipped with metering equipment that can measure the flow
of electricity in both directions (complying with ANSI C12.1 standards and OAR 860-0230015). The electric company will install the required metering equipment at the electric
company's expense for both the net metered and stand-alone system.
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(a) The electric company constructs, owns, operates, and maintains all meters and applicable
interconnection facilities on the company side of the retail electric consumer's meter, including,
the second meter installed to measure the total output of the qualifying system.
(b) The electric company must charge an additional monthly service charge to the retail
electricity customer for the additional meter used to measure the total output of the qualifying
system, as established by Commission order.
(5) An eligible participant who is reinstalling a contracted system and is eligible to continue in
the solar photovoltaic pilot program under an existing standard contract must pay the expense of
interconnection facilities, required additions or modifications to the electric distribution system,
interconnection review, or system upgrades in the new location as applicable.

Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. hnplemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
860-084-0300

Insurance
A contracted system must obtain liability insurance in order to interconnect with the electric
company's distribution system.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 -757.380
Stats. hnplemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
860-084-0310

Levell System Interconnection Review
(1) An eligible system is eligible for Level 1 interconnection review if:

(a) The facility is inverter-based; and
(b) The facility has a capacity of 25 kilowatts or less.
(2) The electric company must approve interconnection under the Level 1 interconnection review
procedure if:
(a) The aggregate generation capacity on the distribution circuit to which the eligible system will
interconnect, including the capacity of the eligible system, may not contribute more than 10
percent to the distribution circuit's maximum fault current at the point on the high voltage
(primary) level that is nearest the proposed point of common coupling;
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(b) An eligible system's point of common coupling may not be on a transmission line, a spot
network, or an area network;
(c) If an eligible system is to be connected to a radial distribution circuit, the aggregate
generation capacity connected to the circuit, including that of the eligible system, may not
exceed 15 percent of the circuit's total annual peak load, as most recently measured at the
substation;
(d) If an eligible system is to be connected to a single-phase shared secondary, the aggregate
generation capacity connected to the shared secondary, including the eligible system, may not
exceed 20 kilovolt-amps; and
(e) If a single-phase eligible system is to be connected to a transformer center tap neutral of a
240 volt service, the addition of the eligible system may not create a current imbalance between
the two sides of the 240 volt service of more than 20 percent of nameplate rating of the service
transformer.
(3) Within 10 business days after the electric company notifies a Levell applicant that the
application is complete, the electric company must notify the applicant that:
(a) The eligible system meets all applicable criteria and the interconnection is approved upon
installation of any required meter upgrade, completion of any required inspection of the facility,
and execution of an interconnection agreement; or
(b) The eligible system has failed to meet one or more of the applicable criteria and the
interconnection application is denied.
(4) If an electric company does not notify a Level 1 applicant in writing or by electronic mail
whether the interconnection is approved or denied within 20 business days after the receipt of an
application, the interconnection will be deemed approved. Interconnections approved under this
section remain subject to section (7) of this rule.
(5) Within three business days after sending the notice to an applicant that the proposed
interconnection meets the Levell requirements, an electric company must notify the applicant:
(a) Whether an inspection of the eligible system for compliance with these interconnection rules
is required prior to the operation of the system; and
(b) That an interconnection agreement is required for the eligible system. The electric company
must also execute and send to the applicant a Level 1 interconnection agreement, unless the
applicant has already submitted such an agreement with its application for interconnection.
(6) On receipt of an executed interconnection agreement from the applicant and satisfactory
completion of any required inspection, the electric company must approve the interconnection,
conditioned on compliance with all applicable building codes.
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(7) The retail electric customer must notify the electric company of the anticipated start date for
operation of the eligible system at least five business days prior to starting operation, either
through the submittal of the interconnection agreement or in a separate notice. If the electric
company requires an inspection of the eligible system, the applicant may not begin operating the
facility until satisfactory completion of the inspection.
(8) If an application for Levell interconnection review is denied because it does not meet one or
more of the applicable requirements in this rule, an applicant may resubmit the application under
the Level 2 or Level 3 interconnection review procedure, as appropriate.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 -757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & celt. ef. 6-1-10

860·084·0320
Level 2 System Interconnection Review
(1) An electric company must apply the following Level 2 interconnection review procedure for

an application to interconnect an eligible system that meets the following criteria:
(a) The facility has a capacity of 500 kilowatts or less; and
(b) The facility does not qualify for or failed to meet applicable Level I interconnection review
procedures.
(2) The electric company must approve interconnection under the Level 2 interconnection review
procedure if:
(a) The aggregate generation capacity on the distribution circuit to which the eligible system will
interconnect, including the capacity of the eligible system, will not cause any distribution
protective equipment (including, but not limited to, substation breakers, fuse cutouts, and line
reclosers), or customer equipment on the electric distribution system, to exceed 90 percent of the
short circuit interrupting capability of the equipment. In addition, an eligible system may not be
connected to a circuit that already exceeds 90 percent of the short circuit interrupting capability,
prior to interconnection of the facility;
(b) If there are posted transient stability limits to generating units located in the general electrical
vicinity of the proposed point of common coupling, including, but not limited to within three or
four transmission voltage levelbusses, the aggregate generation capacity, including the eligible
system, connected to the distribution low voltage side of the substation transformer feeding the
distribution circuit containing the point of common coupling may not exceed 10 megawatts;
(c) The aggregate generation capacity connected to the distribution circuit, including the eligible
system, may not contribute more than 10 percent to the distribution circuit's maximum fault
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current at the point on the high voltage (primary) level nearest the proposed point of common
coupling;
(d) If an eligible system is to be connected to a radial distribution circuit, the aggregate
generation capacity connected to the electric distribution system by non-electric company
sources, including the eligible system, may not exceed 15 percent of the total circuit annual peak
load. For the purposes of this subsection, annual peak load will be based on measurements taken
over the 12 months previous to the submittal of the application, measured for the circuit at the
substation nearest to the eligible system;
(e) If an eligible system is to be connected to three-phase, three wire primary electric company
distribution lines, a three-phase or single-phase generator must be connected phase-to-phase;
(f) If an eligible system is to be connected to three-phase, four wire primary electric company
distribution lines, a three-phase or single-phase generator must be connected line-to-neulral and
must be effectively grounded;

(g) If an eligible system is to be connected to a single-phase shared secondary, the aggregate
generation capacity on the shared secondary, including the eligible system, may not exceed 20
kilovolt-amps;
(h) If an eligible system is single-phase and is to be connected to a transformer center tap neutral
of a 240 volt service, the addition of the eligible system may not create a current imbalance
between the two sides of the 240 volt service that is greater than 20 percent of the nameplate
rating of the service transformer;
(i) An eligible system's point of common coupling may not be on a transmission line; and

(j) If an eligible system's proposed point of common coupling is on a spot or area network, the
interconnection must meet the following additional requirements:

(A) For an eligible system that will be connected to a spot network circuit, the aggregate
generation capacity connected to that spot network from the eligible system, and any generating
facilities, may not exceed five percent of the spot network's maximum load;
(B) For an eligible system that utilizes inverter-based protective functions, which will be
connected to an area network, the eligible system, combined with any other generating facilities
on the load side of network protective devices, may not exceed 10 percent of the minimum
annual load on the network, or 500 kilowatts, whichever is less. The percent of minimum load
must be calculated based on the minimum load occurring during an off-peak daylight period; and
(C) For an eligible system that will be connected to a spot or an area network that does not utilize
inverter-based protective functions, or for an inverter-based eligible system that does not meet
the requirements of paragraphs (A) or (B) of this subsection, the eligible system must utilize low
forward power relays or other protection devices that ensure no export of power from the eligible
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system, including inadvertent export (under fault conditions) that could adversely affect
protective devices on the network.
(3) Within 15 business days after notifying a Level 2 applicant that the application is complete,
the electric company must perform an initial review of the proposed interconnection to determine
whether the interconnection meets the applicable criteria. During this initial review, the electric
company may, at its own expense, conduct any studies or tests it deems necessary to evaluate the
proposed interconnection and provide notice to the applicant of one of the following
determinations:
(a) The eligible system meets the applicable requirements and that interconnection will be
approved following any required inspection of the facility and fully executed interconnection
agreement. Within three business days after this notice, the electric company must provide the
applicant with an executable interconnection agreement;
(b) The eligible system failed to meet one or more of the applicable requirements, but the electric
company determined that the eligible system may be interconnected consistent with safety,
reliability, and power quality. In this case, the electric company must notify the applicant that the
interconnection will be approved following any required inspection of the facility and fully
executed interconnection agreement. Within five business days after this notice, the electric
company must provide the applicant with an executable interconnection agreement; or
(c) The eligible system failed to meet one or more of the applicable requirements, and that
additional review would not enable the electric company to determine that the eligible system
could be interconnected consistent with safety, reliability, and power quality. In such a case, the
electric company must notify the applicant that the interconnection application has been denied
and must provide an explanation of the reason(s) for the denial, including a list of additional
information, or modifications to the eligible system, or both, which would be required in order to
obtain an approval under Level 2 interconnection procedures.
(4) An applicant that receives an interconnection agreement under subsection (3)(a) or (3)(b) of
this rule must:
(a) Execute the agreement and return it to the electric company at least 10 business days prior to
starting operation of the eligible system (unless the electric company does not so require); and
(b) Indicate to the electric company the anticipated start date for operation of the eligible system.
(5) The electric company may require an electric company inspection of an eligible system for
compliance with these solar photovoltaic rules prior to operation, and may require and arrange
for witness of commissioning tests as set forth in IEEE standards. The electric company must
schedule any inspections or tests under this section promptly and within a reasonable time after
submittal of the application. The applicant may not begin operating the eligible system until after
the inspection and testing is completed.
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(6) Approval of interconnected operation of any Level 2 eligible system must be conditioned on
all of the following occurring:
(a) Approval of the interconnection by the electrical code official with jurisdiction over the
interconnection;
(b) Successful completion of any electric company inspection or witnessing of commissioning
tests, or both, requested by the electric company; and
(c) Passing of the planned start date provided by the applicant.
(7) If an application for Level 2 interconnection review is denied because it does not meet one or
more of the requirements of this rule, the applicant may resubmit the application under the Level
3 interconnection review procedure.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 -757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 -757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

860-084-0330
Level 3 System Interconnection Review
(l) The electric company must apply the Level 3 review procedure for an application to
interconnect an eligible system that meets the following criteria:

(a) The facility has a capacity of 500 kilowatts or less; and
(b) The facility does not qualify or failed to meet Level 2 interconnection review procedures.
(2) Following receipt of a Level 3 application and within three business days of a request from
the applicant, the electric company must provide pertinent information to the applicant, such as
the available fault current at the proposed interconnection location, the existing peak loading on
the lines in the general vicinity of the eligible system, and the configuration of the distribution
lines at the proposed point of common coupling.
(3) Within seven business days after receiving a complete application for Level 3 interconnection
review, the electric company must conduct an impact study which will include a non-binding,
good faith cost estimate. The impact study must be conducted in accordance with good utility
practice and must:
(a) Detail the impacts to the electric distribution system that would result if the eligible system
were interconnected without modifications to either the eligible system or to the electric
distribution system;
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(b) Identify any modifications to the electric company's electric distribution system that would be
necessary to accommodate the proposed interconnection; and
(c) Focus on power flows and utility protective devices, including control requirements; and
(d) Include the following elements, as applicable:
(A) A load flow study;
(B) A short-circuit study;
(C) A circuit protection and coordination study;
(D) The impact on the operation of the electric distribution system;
(E) A stability study, along with the conditions that would justify including this element in the
impact study;
(F) A voltage collapse study, along with the conditions that would justify including this element
in the impact study.
(4) The electric company must complete the impact study and must notify the applicant within
30 calendar days of one of the following results:
(a) Only minor modifications to the electric company's electric distribution system are necessary
to accommodate interconnection. In such a case, the electric company will send the applicant an
interconnection agreement that details the scope of the necessary modifications and a nonbinding, good faith estimate of its cost; or
(b) Substantial modifications to the electric company's electric distribution system are necessary
to accommodate the proposed interconnection. In such a case, the electric company must provide
a non-binding, good faith estimate of the cost of the modifications, which must be accurate to
within plus or minus 25 percent. In addition, the electric company must offer to conduct, at the
applicant's expense, an interconnection facilities study that must identify the types and cost of
equipment needed to safely interconnect the applicant's eligible system.
(5) If the proposed interconnection may affect electric transmission or delivery systems other
than those controlled by the electric company, operators of those other systems may require
additional studies to determine the potential impact of the interconnection on those systems. If
such additional studies are required, the electric company must coordinate the studies but is not
responsible for their timing.
(6) If an applicant requests a facilities study under subsection (4)(b), the electric company must
provide an interconnection facilities study agreement. The interconnection facilities study
agreement must describe the work to be undertaken in the interconnection facilities study and
must include a non-binding, good faith estimate of the cost to the applicant for completion of the
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study. Upon the execution by the applicant of the interconnection facilities study agreement, the
electric company will conduct an interconnection facilities study to identify the facilities
necessary to safely interconnect the eligible system with the electric company's electric
distribution system, and to propose a non-binding, good faith estimate of the cost of those
facilities and the time required to' build and install those facilities.
(7) Upon completion of an interconnection facilities study, the electric company must provide

the applicant with the results of the study and an executable interconnection agreement. The
agreement must list the conditions and facilities necessary for the eligible system to safely
interconnect with the electric company's electric distribution system, and must include a nonbinding, good faith estimate of the cost of those facilities and the estimated time required to build
and install those facilities.
(8) If the applicant wishes to interconnect, it must execute the interconnection agreement and
return it to the electric company at least 10 business days prior to starting operation of the
eligible system (unless the electric company does not so require), pay a deposit of not more than
50 percent of the estimated cost of the facilities identified in the interconnection facilities study,
complete installation of the eligible system, and agree to pay the public utility the actual installed
cost of the facilities needed to interconnect as identified in the interconnection facilities study.
(9) Within 15 business days after notice from the applicant that the eligible system has been
installed, the electric company must inspect the eligible system and must arrange to witness any
commissioning tests required under IEEE standards. The electric company and the applicant
must select a date by mutual agreement for the electric company to witness commissioning tests.
(10) If the eligible system satisfactorily passes required commissioning tests, if any, the electric
company must notify the applicant in writing, within three business days after the tests, of one of
the following:
(a) The interconnection is approved and the eligible system may begin operation; or
(b) The interconnection facilities study identified necessary construction that has not been
completed, the date upon which the construction must be completed, and the date when the
eligible system may begin operation.
(11) If the commissioning tests are not satisfactory, the applicant must repair or replace the
unsatisfactory equipment to reschedule a commissioning test.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
860-084-0340

Installation, Operation, Maintenance, and Testing of Contracted Systems
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A contracted system must include and maintain a manual disconnect switch that will disconnect
the solar photovoltaic energy system from the electric company's system.
(1) The disconnect switch must be a lockable, load-break switch that plainly indicates whether it

is in the open or closed position.
(2) The disconnect switch must be readily accessible to the electric company at all times and be
located within lO feet of the electric compauy meter. The disconnect switch may be located more
than lO feet from the electric company meter if permanent instructions are posted at the meter
indicating the precise location of the disconnect switch. The electric company must approve the
location of the disconnect switch prior to the installation of the facility.
(3) The retail electricity consumer must install and maintain the required disconnect switch at the
retail electricity consumer's expense.
(4) For customer services of 600 volts or less, an electric company may not require a disconnect
switch for an eligible system that is inverter-based with a maximum rating as shown below.
(a) Service type: 240 Volts, Single-phase, 3 Wire -- Maximum size 7.2 kilowatts.
(b) Service type: 1201208 Volts, 3-Phase, 4 Wire -- Maximum size lO.5 kilowatts.
(c) Service type: 1201240 Volts, 3-Phase 4 Wire -- Maximum size 12.5 kilowatts.
(d) Service type: 277/480, 3-Phase, 4 Wire -- Maximum size 25.0 kilowatts.
(e) For other service types, the eligible system must not impact the retail electric consumers'
service conductors by more than 30 amperes.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-20lO, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-lO .

860-084-0350
Requirements after Approval of a Solar Photovoltaic Interconnection
(I) Once a contracted system has been approved under these solar photovoltaic interconnection
rules, the electric compauy may not require a retail electricity consumer to test or perform
maintenance on its facility except for:
(a) An annual test in which the contracted system is disconnected from the electric company's
equipment to ensure that the inverter stops delivering power to the grid;
(b) Any manufacturer-recommended testing or maintenance;
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(c) Any post-installation testing necessary to ensure compliance with IEEE standards or to
ensure safety; and
(d) Testing required if the retail electricity customer replaces a major equipment component that
is different from the originally installed model.
(2) When a contracted system undergoes maintenance or testing in accordance with the
requirements of these solar photovoltaic interconnection rules, the retail electricity consumer
must retain written records for seven years documenting the maintenance and the results of
testing.
(3) An electric company has the right to inspect a contracted system after interconnection
approval is granted, at reasonable hours and with reasonable prior notice to the retail electricity
consumer. If the electric company discovers that the contracted system is not in compliance with
the requirements of these solar photovoltaic interconnection rules, the electric company may
require the retail electricity consumer to disconnect the contracted system until compliance is
achieved.
(4) The retail electricity customers' electric service may be disconnected by the public utility
entirely if the contracted system must be physically disconnected for any reason.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

Rates and Cost Recovery
860-084-0360

Volumetric Incentive Rates and Payments -- Net Meteriug Option
(1) Each electric company must pay the retail electricity consumer on a monthly basis for
eligible generation up to the consumer's actual usage in the month. Any excess generation in the
month transfers to the next month's eligible generation. At the end of a generation year, any
remaining excess generation is donated to the low income bill assistance.
(2) The default generation year is April 1 to March 31. The default generation year for a retail
electricity consumer on a seasOfJaI aajastea billillg periea (e.g., agricaltaral
pampillg)agricultural, pumping, or irrigation tariff schedule is November 1 to October 31. At the
time of entering into the standard contract for the net metering option, a retail electricity
consumer may choose an alternative generation year.
Explanation: Customers on a seasonal billing period such as irrigation customers' take
the risk of losing excess kWh's that have been banked due to no usage during the months
of November through April.
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(3) The monthly incentive payment equals the product of the volumetric incentive rate specified
in the standard contract minus the retail rate in effect at the time of payment eligible generation
for the month.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
860-084-0365

Volumetric Incentive Rate Bidding Option
(1) A retail electricity consumer participating under the volumetric incentive rate bidding option

of the pilot program receives a payment that equals the product of the eligible kilowatt
hoort;generation of electricity delivered to the electric company and the volumetric incentive rate
per kilowatt-hour established through the consumer's successful bid in the volumetric incentive
rate bidding process that secured a capacity reservation.

Explanation: Change language to use defined term.
(2) Baeh eOHlfJaay will eoaooet a volametrie iHeeHtive rate biddiag jlfOeess with eajlaeity
wwafded ia the seeoHd mOHth of eaeh jlilot yeaF, Of as oth_vise difOeted by the Commissioa,
thfOUgh a Request fof P£ejlosal jlfOeess ajljlfOved by the CommissioH.

Explanation: Included in 860-084-0195(4).
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
860-084-0370

Resource Value
(1) On November 1 of 2010,2012, and 2014, each electric company must file, for review in a
Commission proceeding, its estimate of the 15-year levelized resource value for the company,
along with supporting work papers.

(2) For the purpose of determining payments to retail electricity consumers at the end of the 15year contract term, each electric utility must file, beginning January 1, 2025, and every January 1
thereafter, its estimates of the annual resource value for the company for each of the next five
years.
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(3) A resource value may be established for small-scale, medium-scale, and large-scale systems
and may be differentiated by remote location or location central to the system load, as directed
by the Commission.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
860-084-0380

Cost Recovery and Rate Impacts
(1) An electric company may recover in rates all costs prudently incurred to offer the pilot
program established under these rules, including, but not limited to, costs not otherwise reflected
in rates for electricity usage related to:
(a) Payments for the output of contracted systems, and
(b) Data collection and analysis for assessment of the company's pilot program.
(2) On November 1 of 2010,2012, and 2014, and as otherwise directed by the Commission, each
electric company must file for review, in a Commission proceeding, its estimates of the rate
impact of pilot program participation, for each customer class, along with supporting work
papers.
(3) The Commission may establish total generator nameplate capacity limits for an electric
company so that the rate impact of the pilot program for any customer class does not exceed 0.25
percent of the company's revenue requirement for the class in any year.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 -757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
860-084-0390

Cost Recovery Mechanism
An electric company may request recovery of prudently incurred costs associated with
compliance with the solar photovoltaic pilot program requirements. Mechanisms for recovery of
cost associated with compliance will be established by Commission order.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
Data Collection and Reporting
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860-084-0400

Data Collection
Except as provided in OAR 860-084-0440, each electric company must collect from the retail
electricity consumer participating in the pilot program data on the installed solar photovoltaic
energy system. The collected data elements must include, but are not limited to:
(1) Nameplate Capacity;

(2) Total Installed Cost;
(3) Photovoltaic module cost;
(4) Non-photovoltaic module cost (including inverters, other hardware, labor, overhead, and
regulatory compliance costs);
(5) Total financing cost;
(6) Financing terms (including fees paid, loan term, and interest rate secured);
(7) System location, including street address and GPS location;

(8) Technology type (building-integrated versus rack-mounted, crystalline silicon versus thinfilm, solar tracking versus rack-mounted, etc.);
(9) Federal tax credit;
(10) In-service date;
(11) Expected annual energy output;
(12) Date of certification of compliance; and
(13) Class of service of retail electricity consumer.
(14) Electric companies must collect data on the time required to execute an interconnection
agreement and conduct pilot program satisfaction surveys in order to improve capacity
reservation and interconnection proccsses over the pilot program. Data collection and surveys
must include information concerning:
(a) Interconnection agreements that have not been negotiated between the electricity company
and the retail electricity consumer within a six-month window after an application for
interconnection has been filed; and
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(b) Retail electricity consumers that have reserved capacity under the pilot programs and whose
capacity reservations expire before solar photovoltaic energy systems are installed.
Explanation: Clean up combining 860-084-021 0(3) regarding data collection in this
section.

Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. hnplemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
His!.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

860-084-0420
Compliance with Pilot Program Requirements
(l) The participant agrees to the cOHfiaential release of information from participant surveys and
pilot program applications to the organizations given in section (2) of this rule.

(2) Each electric company must send a list of all reserved and contracted systems that have
completed this certification to the Energy Trust of Oregon, the Oregon Department of Revenue,
or the Oregon Department of Energy, upon request by each organization. Data in this listing
includes, but is not limited to:
(a) Name aHa aaareHS ofFetail electridt)' consumer;
(b) Name aHa aaareHS of iHaiviaual receiviHg volumotric iHcoHtive rate payments;
fej-Installation location of system;
(aQ) Nameplate capacity of installed system;
(0£) Name, business name and business address of contractor installing system;

(f)g Financer of system;
(g~)

In-service date; and

(nO Date of certification of Compliance.
Explanation: Confidentiality needs to be broadly reexamined based on public records
disclosure decision ..

Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. hnplemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
His!. : PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10
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860-084-0430

Data Availability
(1) Each electric company must verify that the data collected pursuant to OAR 860-084-0400

and 860-084-0420 has been recorded in an appropriate electronic database prior to making
volumetric incentive rate payments to participating retail electricity consumers.
(2) Each electric company must provide the data collected pursuant to OAR 860-084-0400 and
860-084-0420, in a format established by the Commission, upon request. Reports that include
this raw data and a summary of this data for the pilot program to date, must be provided to the
Oregon Department of Energy, the Energy Trust of Oregon, the Oregon Department of Revenue,
and to the Commission, bicannuallyquai"terly, on the 15th day in February and Augustof the first
ffiOUEh of each caleudar quarter.
(3) Each electric company must provide the Commission or the Oregon Department of Energy
location information that will enable one of these state agencies to make graphically visible, on a
publically accessible website, the general locations and sizes of reserved and contracted systems
of all electric companies within the state of Oregon. This information must not include consumer
names or installation addresses or total capacity deployed to date.
Stat Auth: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Stats. Implemented: ORS 757.360 - 757.380
Hist.: PUC 2-2010, f. & cert. ef. 6-1-10

860-084-0440
Pilot Program Overhead
(1) Electric companies must develop and submit for Commission-approval, evaluations of solar
photovoltaic pilot programs including, but not liillited to:

(a) Proposals for the design and execution of surveys to measure participant satisfaction with and
recommendations for improving the pilot program processes;
(b) Proposals for the design and execution of surveys to understand participant decision
processes in choosing between the volumetric incentive rate program and the existing net
metering program;
(c) Comments on Commission recommendations for regulatory policy changes that may lead to
the increased use of solar photovoltaic energy systems, making solar photovoltaic systems more
affordable, reducing the cost of incentives to utility customers, and promoting the development
of the solar industry in Oregon; and
(d) Additions to the list of required data to be collected under OAR 860-084-0400.
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